
10x20 Tent
Graphic Specifications

301 cm

171 cm

38 cm

Left & Right Roof Panel - QTY2

150 dpi
CMYK
Actual Size
JPEG file

596 cm

298 cm

171 cm

38 cm

Front & Back Roof Panel - QTY2

Limit Gradient Effects
We don’t suggest you to use any gradient effect because when you look closely to the print, you will see 
transition lines. If you really need to use it, our acceptance level is looking from it 2 meters away, the transition 
lines would be barely visible. Please contact us for further clarification.



Graphic Specifications
10x20 Tent (Optional)

302 cm

600 cm

Stitch Line (0.75”)

221 cm

221 cm

Left & Right Full Wall Panel - QTY2

Front & Back Full Wall Panel - QTY2 
Stitch Line (0.75”)

150 dpi
CMYK
Actual Size
JPEG file

Limit Gradient Effects
We don’t suggest you to use any gradient effect because when you look closely to the print, you will see 
transition lines. If you really need to use it, our acceptance level is looking from it 2 meters away, the transition 
lines would be barely visible. Please contact us for further clarification.



10x20 Tent (Optional)
Graphic Specifications

Limit Gradient Effects
We don’t suggest you to use any gradient effect because when you look closely to the print, you will see 
transition lines. If you really need to use it, our acceptance level is looking from it 2 meters away, the transition 
lines would be barely visible. Please contact us for further clarification.

302 cm

302 cm 302 cm

Stitch Line (0.75”)
Top of the half wall

115 cm

115 cm

Stitch Line (0.75”)Top of the half wall

Left & Right Half Wall Panel - QTY2

Front & Back Half Wall Panel - QTY2

150 dpi
CMYK
Actual Size
JPEG file

20 cm


